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Ethnographic Auditing: A New Approach to Evaluating Management
in Higher Education

Management is assuming an increasingly important role in higher

education. Un1veritie and colleges throughout the United States are

becoming aware of the importance of managing their limited resources

effectively and efficiently. F'scal consciousness raising was prompted

init ally by declines in the national economy and the consequent drop in

federal spending. Educational instit tions entered a period of

retrenchment in the late 70's (Bowen 1979; Mayhew 1979; Riesmen 1878;

Wolotkiewicz 1980). Many inst'tutions responded to difficult fiscal

times with arbitrary budget cuts and wholesale eli-ination of non-core

programs and of departments with low enrollments (Jedamus, Peterson, and

Associat 1980; McCorkle and Archibald 1982).

Educational institutions are now entering a new and more positive

phase in their confrontation with f scal rea

characterized by

This phase is

striving towards excellence. Universities are

attempting to increase operational productivity in quantity and quality

(Garvin 80; Hopkins and Massy 1981; Karol and Ginsburg 1980; Van

Maanen 1983; Wolotki- z 1980). In this pursuit toward excellence both

evaluation and auditing have been useful in streamlining operations and

increasing productiv ty. A though evaluation and auditing differ in

their guiding principles and topic interests, they share a common goal -

the improvement of the educational institution. Auditing is, in

essence, a form of educational evaluation. To bridge the overarching

concerns of educational evaluators and management, however, auditing

must adapt. The purpose of this discuss- n is to_ introduce ethnographic

auditing as a new approach to evaluating management in higher education.

Auditing from an ethnographic perspective increases our understanding of



the culture and climate of an educational institution. The case studies

presented in this dis 5 11 ,Alustrate how Ohnographic auditing has

become an instrumental means of measuring and shaping the effecti,,eness

fficiency of management in higher education.

Ethnographic auditing i5 the application of ethnographic or

anthropological concepts and methods to the appraisal of administrative

controls over organizational resources. By adopting an ethnographic

auditing approach, the evaluator can focus on resource control - a topic

that is fundamental to sound management.

The value of ethnography in educational research has been

demonstrated in collections such as Ethnooraohv An 6elucat.onal

Eval ation (Fetterman 1984) and Educational Evaluation Eitmlamaby in

ihtqcy._ EraeliaA,. and Politics (Fetterman --d Pitman 1.986). Ethnographic

techniques are useful in describing how a program works - the processes

and interrelationships of program practice. In additi n, the case for

oual tat ve approaches in educational research is cony ncingly made in

works such as Qualitative Evaluation Methods (Patton 1980), QuaLitatiye

Oata inalsis (Miles and Huberman 1984), and _Int_roducti_on to Qu

Rasearch Methods (Taylor and Bogdan 1984).

Trad tional quanti ative tech ioues such as psychometric testing

are appropr'ate for assessing certain educational outcomes in the

classroom. Cost benefit analyses represent useful contributions to

assessing the relative worth of the educational "treatment". Auditing

has an older and less popular -- tradition in educat _nal

admin'- ration and evaluat _n. Typically, auditing is categorized as

fi_ al or operational in nature. Fiscal auditing focuses on accounting

and compliance issues: the emphasis is on establishing accuracy in

financial reporting. Operat -nal auditing subsumes f scal auditing; it
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focuses on such administrative concerns as the duplication of resources,

transaction flow and bottlenecks in the system. Staffing levels ard

budgetary controls are also overarching concerns of the operational

auditor (see Sawyer 1981; Ritternberg 1977).

Ethnography and auditing have each been used to describe and

evaluate manage nt. 5uba (1981) Halpern (1983), Lincoln and Guba

(1982), and Schwandt and Halpern (1984) have discussed the role of

auditing as a tool to ensure the credibility of findings collected using

a naturalistic inquiry approach. Unfortunately, individually, these

approaches fall short of measuring the effect'veness and efficiency of

management. This discussion combines ethnography and auditing to

describe a more comprehensive approach to evaluat ng univers

management. Together tese t_co methods of a sment form

qualitatively different approach to the study of higher education. On

one hand, applying an ethnographic approach to audit concerns both

transcends fiscal auditing and im'proves operational auditing. On the

other hand using audit concerns as a focal point for ethnographic data

collect on and analysis increases the relevance of the evaluator's

findings and recommendations. A synthesis et the two approaches

prov des a new conceptual outlook toward the evaluation of management.

The introduc_ on of ethnographic audi+,ng is a conscious effort

redirect research in higher -ducation. An anthropological or entatien

enables the evaluator to capture the multiple realities of university

life. Ethnographic auditing focuses on management's ability to plan,

analyze, supervise, communicate, and generally to control resources.

This approach addresses often neglected but fundamental elements of the

daily lives of managers in postsecondary institutions.



This research is based on over five ye-- aedit' from an

anthropological perspective at Stanford and other

institutions of higher education in sk,7, area chemistry

department, physics departmen ,vable, personnel, a

teaching hospital pharmacy and emergency ffient t ter an 1988

f r an illustration of ethnographic auditi Ti h- depart ants), and

a linear accelerator. Ethnographic ghts the role of

culture, subculture, values, rituals, environment in

management in higher education. In additiur ethnographic auditing

demonstrates the economic consequences of adopting various philosophical

orientations or world views, the role of management infor atiom systeMs,

the value of data bases for decision making, and the roles of judgement,

institutional life cycles, and honesty in management. Ethnographic

auditing can improve management and, in the process, facilitate the

inst tut_onal academic mission.

Guiding Principles: Apprqsal D and -ol

Ethnographic auditing combines elements of ethn graphy, evaluation,

and auditing. Ethnographic methods of description and anthropological

concepts gu de inquiry and interpretation. Evaluation is used to make a

judgment or appraisal of the system under study. AS a subdiscipline

ithin evaluation, auditing focuses on resource control and provides an

opinion on existing fiscal and operational controls in an organization.

As in ethnography, operational auditing requi es a survey period in

which the auditor determines the most important areas of invest gation,

in addition to those routine or already prescribed areas. This survey

is a typical ethnographic, grounded theory app o ch (Glass r and

Strauss, 957). The auditor must develop a proposal including a time

line and budget to accomplish the objectives presented in the proposal.
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As in contract research, the auditor then enters into negotiation with

managers er directors to dete mine the amount of time to be budgeted and

the methodology to be used. The end product is plan to assess the

degree of control a departmenta- manaoer, director, or chairpe _on haa

over ope ations - whether on the academic or on the business side of the

univer Y.

The auditor borrows methodology for this study from various fields

including evalu- ion and psychology. Random samples are used to tes

attributes of a population. Discovery -ampling ar _ identify

particular entity or problem. Judgment sampling, or purposive sampltna,

along with intervaL sampling are probably the most commonly used set of

tools in auditing. In general, as in evaluation, the auditor's judgment

takes precedence over statistical sampling. Most of the data are

recorded on spread sheets in a tick and check fashi n. Thia is a vestige

of auditing's origin in the accounting or financial side of

organizati nal study. In addition, budget calculations and inventory

calculations are routine. Increas ngly, ethnographers and other social

science academics are being hired to alyze the processes in a

department from a systems perspective. These systems analysts dete mine

hether any JO leneck-", dysfunctional organizational structures,

and/or conflicting cultural values exist that inhibit day-to-day

onerational activity or p _ductivit . The ethnographic auditor -- like

the systems analyst is an outsider, a position that gives the

individual greater objectiv ty. An ethnographic audit 1 oks at both the

f nancial and operational components of management. Organizations pick

up bad habits much the way that indiv duals do, and manalement needs to

become aware of these habits. The ethnog aphic auditor measures the
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al and operational backbone of an organization within its own

cultural context. This assessment is critical if the Organization 1 to
1

accomplish it5 academic mission .

ForMAtive Eluajpri

Auditing is a Formative evaluation of the m nagement process in th e

educational institution. Audits are ongoing evaluations of management

ability to plan and analyze departmental data for decision making.

Planning and analysis may range from budget forecasting to calculating

staffing leve s and equipment needs. Ideally, the operational auditor

ves as a managm nt consultant - aiding and assisting managment (see

Matthe 983). The auditor communicates findings throughout the study

eans of the audit memo. These memos identify key concerns and test

interpretations of events or activities. Many problematic concerns can

be remedied before the final report is issued and therefore need not

appear in the final report. Minor infractions involving compliance

such 415 an expiration dat on a piece equipment,issues minor

bookkeeping error regarding a par value cr number of stock, or

potentially embarrassing personnel problem can be remedied in the course

an audit and in the process a healthy rapport can be establish_d. At

its worst, auditing is merely a compilati n compliance issues

regarding university and federal rules and regulations. At its best, it

is an essential guide and check on management.

Auditing looks for manifestations of meaning, cognition,

competence, and quality. Auditing speaks the language of management:

trar1slating budgets, ledgers, equipment rosters, and numerous other

fiscal inf rmation into pragmatic assess ents of the present

and recommendations for the future. In an educational institution,

management is the support mechanism that enables the departments to



pursue their given academic mission successfully. Auditing te3tC the

ability of this infrast ucture to support the educational process.

Eala and 8aaaal

There are many kinds of auditors. One is the stereotypic ominous

IRS agent who reviews taxes. Another kind is an external auditor, who

is called in to study almost exclusive

organization's operations. Then there

fiscal side of an

he internal auditor or

operational auditor -- or management consultant (see Sawyer Brink

1982, and Rittenberg 1977 for a review of modern internal auditing).

This individual works for the tntittjon, where the tax auditor or the

exte nal auditor works for an ext rnal agency. As a resul the

internal auditor has access to all facets of the organization. Senior

management benefits from the internal auditor's assessment their

operation and supports their efforts - often to protect themselves from

external inspections, evaluations, and audits. During an audit,.senior

management generally sends the word out to the staff that they, are

hold nothing from the inte nal auditor. A5 long as the internal auditor

demonstrates that he or she is there to help management, information

flows freely. In fact, the auditor has immediate access to information

not made privy to most evaluators or ethnographers. Moreover, auditors

work on te every day, much as an ethnographer does, becoming immersed

in the daily operations of a department. The audit process opens up all

of information that reflects the realities of daily operations.

When the internal auditor acts meriy as a compliance expert, however,

the flow of information dries up rapidly -- regardless of the signals

from senior management.

Unfortunately, the label auditor" carries a general stigma

7
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(Goffman 1963). Most individuals unacquainted with the role of the

internal auditor lump all auditors together. They forget that

intracultural diversity thin all groups. A second problem

nvolves the law of di inishing returns -- which applies to auditing as

does to evaluation and ethnography. Individuals have a limit to the

amo nt probing and testing they can tolerate. Time, experience, and

open discus-'on are required to dispel mispe ceptions and inaccurate

assumption*. The auditor's, evaluator's, or anthropologist's

professional judgment will always be the most significant factor

determining acceptance in the field.

Auditina's Contribution to Management_

From the auditor's perspective, the most signif cant variable

management's function within an operation is control. Does management

have control operat n? Control requ res valid and reliable

data, checks and balances, and security. Accountability is fundamental

in management. t is important to identify the locat on of a problem

when it arises as soon as possible if the organization is to be placed

back on cou Built-in mechanisms of accountabil'ty allow management

mon tor and test old and innovative approaches. The secur ty

knowing that the ship is on course allows management to fulfill its most

important funct n looking toward the future. Audit ng focuses on

such operational components as a department's operational eff -iency

(including prod ctivity), planning and analysis, data for decision

making (management information systems), supervision, workspace, staff

development, and various other manifestations of the qual ty of

management such as record keeping practices. The auditor evaluates

management on its own terms. Auditing adds an insight as well into the

backbone of an organization, using rigorous procedures that are both
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understood and accepted by those being evaluated.

Eitagaaaahil Auditincl Coni ibul_ion to Nanaganni

Underatanding how nagement thinks or simply what makes management

tick is at the core of ethnographic auditing. Ethnographic auditing

evaluates management on a cultural level of analysis. Every
2

organization has a culru-- Organizat onal cul ure typically consists

of shared knowledge about specific statue levels, overlapping

hierarchies, specific languages, sacred symbols, rituals, and behavior.

"A strong culture is a system of informal rules that spells out how

people are to behave most of the time" (Deal and Kennedy, 1982, p. 15).

Cultural knowledge is the information an individual requires to function

within an organization. An anthropologist studies a culture to learn

the insider's cultural knowledge and so b tter understand the patterns

and processes of that culture. Similarly, the auditor who approaches an

audit from a cultural perspective learns the cultural knowledge that

underlies organizational behavior. The evaluat-r who combines the

auditor's concern over resource control w th ethnographic or qualitative

methods is able to address the more penetrating management issues in

higher education.

A5 the central locus of instruction and research, a university or

college is a distinctive part of the larger academic culture. In the

univers_ y environment, efficiency and sound fiscal planning must b

weighed against the need to provide an environment conduc ve to

education and exploration. )iewir1g a univers ty from a cultural

perspective rather than exclusively from a compliance orientation

improves an audit or evaluation. Conceptu

reinforces

a cultural orientation

an operat onal audit and broadens educational ch in



administration. provides concepts to guide inquiry and

interpretation. Methodologically., a cultural approach offers effective

techniques to conduct operational audits in the same manner in which

they have been applied to evaluation (see Fetter--n, 1980, 1994a,

198413; Fetterman and Pitman, in press). Anthropological methods

particular value in auditing and adminis_rative research in higher

education are pres nted throughout this discus ion. These techniques

include participant observation (Pelto, 1970; Spradley, 1980), key

informant interviewing (Spradley and McCurdy, 1972), informal and

-tructured interviews, expressive autobiographical intervii (Spindler,

1970), and triangulation (Webb, Campbell, Schwartz, and S chrest, 1988).

In addition, the following unobtrusive measures may be used: phys cal

traces, archives, folktales, proxemics (Hall, 1968), and questionnaires.

In each of the cases illustrated in this discussion, the auditor

concern with resource control has been merged with a cultural

interpretation events and anthropological techniques. This approach

has proved useful in identifying the probleM, collecting the data, and

analyzing or interpreting the data.

The anthropologists cultural approach draws attention to the

systems level of analysis. This view illuminates the interconnected

nature of a department or an ent2 university. Functional and fiscal

relat onships are intertwined entities. In addition, the cultural

perspective focuses on the structure and values of an organ zation.

They shape the behavior of professor administrators, students, and

staff. Adopting this perspective enhances the relevance of findings for

the aud tor or evaluator. Finally, understanding the cultural context

of the evaluated program increases the probability that the client will

accept both the evaluation findings and the evaluator ecommendations.

10
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Auditing a universi y on a cultural _evel requires a ention to

bo h specific practices and underlying systems. The auditor or'

resareher must study specific .charge documents, product'vity

stat'stics, computer use, personnel records, work space conditions,

health and safety concerns, procurement t ansactions, cash handling

controls, as well as equipment, payroll, and travel controls. These

specific mechanisms are manifestations of underlying systems, including

oper tional effic ency, planning and analysis, supervisory structures

and information systems. These fundamental systems and processes lie at

the heart of university culture.

CA_5_13 Studies

Case studies provide a graphic mears of illust a ing ethnographic

auditing's contr"bution to the improvement of manage ent. Two c- e

studies -- the Un varsity Library and the Chemistry Department

illustrate the ut of ethnographic auditing and the role of cultural

data collection and inte-pretation in educational administration. In

addition, the role of philosophical orientations, the use of management

information systa- supe vision, leadership, the physical environment,

and fiscal communication in management are d scussed. Due to the

sensitivity of auditing information, however, sensitive wr conf'dential

details of each case study have been omitted. In addition, a discussion

these findings was delayed until the problems were rectified or

significant parties had transferred to new positions. This presentation

emphasizes bes c generalizable patterns and descriptions.

UniverkiiY LLbJAC

One of the Associa Dectors of the University Library

requested our ass stance to evaluate the effectiveness and



ficiency of the L bra y Technical Services division. Technical

Services

and Serials. The Acquisiti n5 Department houses units:

Search and Order, Processing end Receipts, Gifts and Exchange,

Binding and Finishing, and Conservation. The f rst three

composed of three depart ent 'Acquisitions, Cataloging,

Lmi t 5 are responsible for acauiring titles to be processed by the

Catalog Department. The last two units are concerned with the

physical preservation of monographs and serials.

The Catalog Department houses ten units. The two large units

are Copy Cataloging and Monographic or Original Cataloging. Copy

Cataloging receives the bibliographic data required io catalog the

monographic titles from the Research Library Information Network

(RL1N) system. They pr ces- the largest number of titles that enter

the library. Copy Cataloging i5 conducted by staff level employees.

The Original Cataloging un.t processes all monographic .titles

th-t do not h: e Library of Congress or RLIN bibliographic data.

This involves the intellectual effort of conducting author'ty work and

properly classifying and processing a t' Original cataloging

conducted by professional level employees. This _ is, of necessity, a

high cost, low numerical output unit. The _ether units in the C talog

Department include: Music Cataloging, Special Collection Cataloging,

Meyer (undergraduate library) Cataloging, Added Copies/Volumes, Filing

Maintenance, Transfe /Cancel, and a grant project.

The Serials Department i5 responsible for acquiring and

cataloging serials such as journals and other continuing titl 5. The

department is composed of a Serials Records division and Serials

Cataloging division. The Serials Rec-rds division is composed of

1 2
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the Procurement and Receipt Unit and the Continuations

Maintenan Unit. The Serials Catalog Divi_ion i5 composed of: an

Original Ca -1 g ng Unit, a Copy Catalog ng Unit, a Database

Maintenance Unit, and a Special Materi 1_ Cataloging Coo dinator.

The r3LAII.ment

The ove all assessment was not positive. There were a number

of problems that warranted attent -n. The problems ranged from

poor icri the institutional mission to conflicting

world views and value systems.

The core of the problem was that the library had a weak and

fragmen ed cultural system. There was no centr 1 conception of

purpose. The library had lost their mission in a mazeway of dep_rtments

and a labyrinth of processing and cataloging rules and regulations.

The ethnographic audit findings were use ul in revitaling the

library's cultural system bv reminding management and staff of their

mission. The auditors provided a s mple mechanical model of their

oper t ons to them in defining their purpose.

essence, the ethnograph o audit attempted to make explicit their

implicit cultural rules and values.

Technical Services is a complex production system.

operations are ba5ed upon an implicit, systems approach.

Industrial engineering terms f cilitated communication with

anagement. Their system wa5 defined in terms of': inputs that are

pas -d through a conversion proces5 to provide outputs. In Technical

Services, a title is passed through a series of conversion

pr _e__ es, defined in the Catalog Department, and packaged in the

Binding and Finishing Department. The processing 15 complete when the

title is placed on the library shelves for use. The output is

13



properly bound, catalogued title physically accessible to a user.

There are, of course, many sub-routines wi hin each component of the

system's flow patte n. This was, however, their basic miss on -- the

ultural thread that held them together.

In this fragmented cultural system each of the departments and

subunits represented subcultures. Their poorly

system was confounded by subcultural conflict.

defined cultural

All companies have subcultures, because functional
differences...single out special aspects of the business
environment.
...Each has lts o n relevant environment and world view;
special heroes, rituals, ceremonies, language, and
symbols communicate particular values. Subcultures can
shape beliefs and determine behaviors in much the same
way that culture cen. " (Deal and Kenneth, 1992, p. 151),

From an audit or evaluati n perspective, the library management paid

insufficient attenti n to the efficient coordination of production

ope ation details and the aummat ve effect of a unit or department s

proces and procedures on the whole system. Translated into

cultural language, the subcultures clashed and produced maladaptive

behavior patterns, e.g. low morale and productivit . This problem

di_covered

informal interviews, expressive autobiographical inte views, archival

materials, and listening to folktales about the libra y from various

librarians The original catalogers represented the most vocal and

anti-mainstream subculture. They provided detailed accounts of what

they percei =d as personal inJustices inflicted on them by management.

They had their own anti-library heroes who had w n grievances with

using such techniques as key informant intervi

library administration. The folktales generated from th events were

shared with the ethnographic auditor to highlight 'heir indiv dual

complaints. Heroic figures in the subcul_u e were extremely articulate

1 4



key informants who provided vivid accountS Of their life in the library.

often extensively documented. Their autobiographical accounts focused

on their professional clashes with management. ñrchival data, such as

newspaper articles were also useful in documenting the problem. Many of

the librar ens had repeatedly voiced their displeasure with

management in the campus ne soapier over the years. They described the

king climate as oppressive and hostile. In addition, an

over -helming number of grievances stemmed from this subcu tura.

The grievance documents represented another useful archival data source

triangulate individual reports. Interviews with management were of

value in placing this problem in an inst tutional context. Manage ent

was attuned to this problem because they had for seve-al years percei ed

this subculture as ripe for unionization.

subcultures can be very destructive in weak cultural
environments. When the corporation's values are
impossible to understand, a subculture can dictate
behavior, and eventually cause a sort of cultural drift
in the company (Deal and Kennedy 1952. p. 152).

Library

Confliet

and management shared few values. In fadt, value

was epidemic and manifested in plethora of dysfunctional

behaviors. For example, from a management perspeo ive, data for

dedi-i_n making is fundamental. In this case each department and

eubuñit had lte own epar-at infureatiuri yLeii. Tedhnidal

Ser-vies did nut have an infuraiiun lhat dolladted,

aggregated, and minitor d produCtivity data in Systematie Fashion.

There were many profeasional forms and date nhtIctm throughout the

library. A cursory review had suggested that the elaborate data

collection system was effective. ftr a few informal interviews With

the librarianS, however, we learned of their Frustration with the data

IS
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collection system. Since they worked in discre e units or departments,

they were unable to ident fy the source of the problem. We viewed the

system holistically and attempted to track books through the entire

system. We observed immed ately that forms used collect statistics

were not designed to reflect management info mation needs. The

Catalog Department aggregated copy,

catego

or ginal, and variant edition

into a single category -- titles. This practice hid the

variation w thin each category, that is req ir d to identify where

a product on problem exists. This type of problem was endem

entire system.

We recommended a management information system including:

1-defined goals and objecti s (including numerical goals); input

and output data to measure workflow; output standards; a measuring

the

device to account for how staff allocated their time complete

tasks; a feedback signal or monitoring component to evaluate their

progress towards spec fled goals; and a protocol for corrective action

(Garrett and S lver 1966). Culturally, we also recommended that

management at empt to reinforce the subcultures rather than waste time

attempting to crush specific subcultures. We believed that it was

important to

Encou age each subculture to enrich its (Iwn cultural
life. Rather than be afraid of subcultures pulling
apart, a symbolic manager will seek to strengthen each
subculture as an effective cabal within the overall
culture. Thus, he or she will often attend functions
called to celebrate a particular subculture; participate
in special awards for the heroes of the subculture; and
generally endorse the subculture's existence and meaning
within the larger culture (Deal and Kennedy 1982, p.
155).

Committees formed of members from various subcultures joined to address

common problems. This served to sensitize chem to each others concerns

18



and problms. The emphasis was on using subcultures to enrich the

larger culture. The effectiveness of this recommendation was limited by

the weakness the ex sting cultural system. However, it was

successful in reducing the __:st ng tension for a majority of the

subcultures in the library,

Superviaton

The supervisory sy em also needed improvement in the library. The

significant areas of weakness included: standards of performance

and evaluation and span of supervisory control over staff. The

standards of performance and evaluation crite ia were not explicit or

commonly understood. Thi5 led inconsistent appraisals and

misevaluations, resulting in what appeared to be inapprop late

terminations.

If people tend to see the firing as arbitrary and
unfair, they become confused and upset. In one fell
swoop, the culture i5 called into question al and
Kennedy 1962, p. 73).

The lack

andards unnecessarily exposes management to charges of perceived

inequities or capricious decision making. Once consistency and the

foundation of due process is established, rituals are useful tools

clear y establish d and mutually agreed upon goals and

to ameliorate untoward effects

un omfortable transitions.

of appropriate but

To bring these disturbing events under control,
sophisticated companies provide elaborate rites. The
rituals not only provide security during an unwanted
transition but also put the culture on display and
dramatize and reinforce its values and beliefs. Those
managers who don't consider the dramatic aspects of a
transition ritual will miss an opportunity to use it to
extend the culture's influence (Deal and Kennedy 1982,
p. 73).

The problem was clearly link_d to poor leadersh p.
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review, based on archival data such as employemen rec _ ds and in ormal

interviews, revealed that there had been a high degree of turnover

in management positions. According to the Associate Director,

the circumstances included four changes in (Catalog) Department Chiefs

in the past five years, a change in the Associate Directorship four

years ego, and three changes in the 0 'ginal Cataloging Unit Head's

position. addition, the Chief of the C t log Department and the

Acquisitions Department had only been at Stanford for approx y t o

years at the time of the study. This degree of turnover resulted in

a lack of continuity in leadership and in management expectations of

staff perf-rmance. This in turn was linked to staff concerns and an

unclear understanding of their roles.

Workspace

An ethnographic audit views the physical environment as part of the

cultural system. Workspace in Technical Services was not conducive to

an efficient production workflow. The limited space available was

poo ly organized Equipment was not located in a manner that

contributed to efficiency. In addition, the lack of privacy, noise,

and poor air circulation were not conducive to efficient operations.

This contrasted with the plush new offices of the pub ic service

librarians who worked with students and professors

reference desk, the compu er terminals, and in the stac

Discr pancies in the way physical sites are arranged for
different classes of employees iS one sure sign of a
weak or fragmented culture (Deal and Kennedy 1982, p.
130-131).

the

Participant ob5ervation was instru -ntal in sensitizing us to this

problem. We studied the library culture for over six months.

involved in their daily lives. Every day we would in erview staff, eat'

18
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lunch them, and periodically help them wi h an acquisition or

cetal ging task. The validity of their complaints regarding work space

inadequacies could be easily verified during daily observation,

documentation of physical traces (including Poor lighting, cramped

quart---, and poor air c rculation) and participation in their work

lives. In addition, the ethnographic auditor took the time %o

interview librarians at various comparable research libraries

throughout the United States and le rned that thi- particular conflict

was part of the larger research library culture. This particular

conflict, including the physical manifestations represented in

work space conditions, were typical of the relationship between

chnical service and pQblic service librarians in research

libraries throughout the United States. Nevertheless, an ethnographic

auditor is a change agent who attempts to move their organization

beyond the status quo. In this regard, we recommended extensive

renovations of the workspace (which are being completed at this time)

el minate the vast discrepancy between the plush surr:Jundings

the public service librarians and the w atshop" conditions of the

technical service librarians. The disorgan zed w_ k station

arrangem nt compounded the pr blem and represented an additional

Manifestation of the cultural disarray in the organization. All of

these maiadaptive pat erns impeded product vity.

Lqh_QM.W.C.t

The Chemistry Department of Stanford University is responsib

providing undergraduate a d graduate level academic instruction. The

Chemistry Department provides requlred courses the School of

Humanities and Sciences and the School of Medicine. In addit.on, the

department's research endeavors have received international acclaim.
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The Chemistry Depart ent is under the administrative umb-- la of

Humanities and Sciences. The Chairman of the Chemist y Department

reports to the Dean ind the departmental Administ ative Manager reports

to the Chair. The Administrative Assistant, two Office Ass _tants. and

the Accountant, report directly to the departmental Administ alive

Manager. Service center staff members (five) report to the

Administrative Assistant.

The Assassment

The assessment of this depart ent was positive from an ethnographic

auditing perspective. -iowever, the same department would have been

evaluated as hopeless from a conventional audit or evaluation

perspective.

Th_ ethnographic audit concluded that significant progress had been

made since the current staff took control of the Chemistry Department

administration. The organization and maintelance of budgetary records

represented one of the most noticeable improvements made by the new

staff in the department. Monthly expenditure statements, requisit ons,

and other related fiscal records were readi y accessible and amenable to

analysis. This compared favorably with the haphazard organization and

maintenance of fiscal records for the years under the preceding

departmental administra ion. In this case, dated archival da _ such as

budgets, personnel records, requisitions, and property equipment records

provided documentation of the differ nce between the old and new

management behavior patterns.

From an audit perspective, this Was a good beginning. From a

cultural perspectivE this was a signi icant feat in itself. A basic

set of work rituals had been blished. The r tuals gave everyone a



sense of security about what they were doing.

Prevailing ideas about the importance of tangible
results in business obscure the ritualistic part of
work...
...Unlike social exchanges, work rituals do not produce
direct results, but they are just as va uable because
they provide a sense of security and common identity and
assign meaning to mundane activities.

.Tri a way, of course, it is the business of culture:
it provides a way for people to justify a belief in
their own self-worth and that of their work. But work
rituals are important to the company as a whole. They
signal to the outside world just how effective the
culture is, especially if the product is intangible. By
recognizing this importance, companies can Use work
rituals to help build a strong culture that will produce
even better results iDeal and Kennedy 1982, p. 87-68).

From an ethnographic audit perspective, this was an achievement, a

manifestat on of their new cultural st ength and s nse of identity and

purpose. This was worthy of mention in the audit report. However, it

would have gone essentially unnoticed in a conventional audit or

evaluation of the department.

There was still more to be done to establ. lly stablesh fisca

operations in the Chemist y Department. The absence of long-range

pianning and indecision were the o most significant obstacles that

impeded the establishement of stable and predictable fiscal affairs.

Thgre were no est blishad academically and administratively

inte 'ated long-range plans regarding departmental program activities.

There were no corresponding sets of goals, objectives, and timel n

guide and monitor departmental plans on various levels. Another

fundamental obstacle that significantly detracted from departmental

operations was indec son and lack of follow-through. There were

numerous short range plans that were well researched and reflected an

accura

these well designed plans were implemented. These types of decisions

understanding of departmental needs. Unfortunately, few of



and subsequent actions ranged from budget forecasting and service ce

charge-out rates to service center financial bookkeeping practices. The

problem indecision and lack of follow-through also extended to the

development of a formal system of written personne- evaluations.

Their single most significant fiscal weakness in the department was

that they had no concept of the future. There were no formal written

projectiona for any of the Chemistry Depart -nt'a budgets:

administrative operating budget, underg aduate laboratory budget, or the

service center budgets. Written projections are useful tools to monitor

finances and should be used as a signal to adjust apending h

purpose of f- -casting is t_ project end-of-y

current fiscal behav or. Projected overdrafts serve as a signal

alter one current fiscal behavior to enable the dertment to c_

the fiscal year with a balanced budget. This lack was compounded by the

mixed messages the department ---ceived from ad_ nist-ation - messages

that inadvertently fostered fiscal irresponaibility and dependency.

The Chemistry Department had been operating according to a de facto

The

spending based on

administ

centers

ri subsidi',ation plan. Charge-out rates in the service

were set

pred ctable overdraf

an artificially low rate that resulted in

These overdrafts were routinely subsidiz d by

administration at the close of the fiscal year. The Chemistry Department

needed to make a conscious decision to either set Chemistry Stores mark-

ups at the percent needed to reflect actual costs or request

administration subsidizati n in advance to offset this mark-up and

prevent overdrafts and de fac o administrat _n subsidization that is not

budgeted.

Our own service center projects indicated that Printing.

Glassblowing, and Microanalytical service centers required imm diate
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attenti n to offset projections. Another service center had no income

'or expectation of forthcoming funds to operate it. Ho v r, its

operating cost was projected at over $100,000 a year. In this case the

data pro ided by their management information system was accurately

collected and simply presented, but no one paid an attention t_ the

report. The information provided a signal that th-y were unde funded

and should either request funds from administrat on, have the faculty

subsidize the shop with research grants, or close down. In making no

decision, the management m de a decision with serious

consequences.

are not cas

cal

the same time, decisions regarding budgetary ruietters

stone. Mark-ups, for example, can be variable as

compared with fixed percentages. The fiscal rationale for any change in

charge-out rate however. should be documented and verifiable. A5

stated earlier , adminstration had developed a pattern of absorbing the

deficit and scolding the department at the end of the fiscal year. The

comb mat ion available information and this form of de facto

subsidization created additional confusion, distrust, and resentment

between the department and the administration over the years. The

fault, however, was management (on both sides) for not paying

attention to early projections of the departme- expenditures.

Management informat on systems are informational in nature- they

inform decision making and signal the need for decisions; they ar_ ne

a substitute for management decisions.

The department was l_ke a ship without a rudder - aimlessly adrift.

There were no shared values about the present. Therefpre, it was

impossible to project for the future. Moreover, the implicit cultural

values communicated to the department were inadvertently paternalistic
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and served to weaken the depart n '5 cul '.1ral system. Our findings

were based on traditional financial archival data including departmental

and adminAstration budget records and correspondence. In addit on, a

aty ef financial calculations were required to calculate appr priate

mark-up rates. Informal interviews with both departments provided an

insight into the distrust and resentment that this cultural practice and

structural arrangement had created.

recommended the use of fiscal projee -ens using accounting

soft are owned by the department to address their immediate needs. They

provided reliable projections. Weighted projections were ree mmended to

accurately reflect the budget cycles for each service center. A more

significant recommendation emphasized the neces- ry to re-establish

departmental priorities and make the necessary budgetary decisions

required to stay within the budget. Mark-ups for the service centers

had be re- xamined and adjusted to reflect actual costs. We also

recommended that se. _us :onsideration be given to s _uring more

competitive prices from outside vendors for glassblowing and

mieroanalytical product.. In addition, it was necessary to consider

clo ing doWn one of the service centers. Their responsiveness to our

recommendat_ens throughout the audit (adopting 807. of the

recommendations during the audit) was a more important indicator of the

department's health than the projected overdrafts. It symbolized

vibrant, healthy eulrural system able to adapt to its environment.

Strong cultures are not only able to respond to an
environment, but they also adapt to diverse and changing
circumstances (Deal and Kennedy 1982, 195).

A5 noted above, the problems illustra_ d by this department ware

symptoms of a larger disorder in the cultural system. An ethnographic

audit provided a holistic view of the problem. Communication between
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the department and administration represented the next level of analysis

required to identify the source of this cultural malaise.

There is a mutually interdependent relationship between the

Chemistry Department and the administration. The strength or weakness

of this relationship is dependent on a healthy working relationship and

constructive commun cat on.

In a strong culture, the (com unication) net erk i5
powerful because it can reinforce the basic beliefs of
the organization, enhance the symbolic value of heroes
by passing on stories of their deeds and
accomplishments, set a new climate for change, and
provide a tight structure of influence for the CEO (Deal
and Kennedy 1932, p. 85-86).

During our revieL interdepartmental communic ions, we ob irved

that communica ion between the Chemistry Depa tment and administration

had been less than satisf to y on b th sides. The communication

problem was most problematic on the implementation level between the

Chemistry Department and administra ion. The most important area in

which communication had been a problem was in budgetary affairs.

Informat_ W45 routinely communicated verbally without written

documentation to follow up and record egret ents or disagreer'ien s. The

Chemistry Department a-countant and fiscal affairs offer in

administration had_ only met once to discuss budgetary matters.

Moreover, the Chemistry Department was not convinced that

reasonable budget had been negotiated with administration. In this

regard, the rationale f r determining the budget appeared uncl--r and

inconsistent. In principle, this year's budget iS comprised of last

yea allocation plus inflation and some minor adjustment. In

pr:etie however, there was no apparent recognition of actual

expenditures in determining next year's budget. For example repair and
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maintenance, photocopy, and telephone budgets were reduced even though

last year's actual expenses exceeded some of the budgets.

Administration h d not clearly and consistently communica_ d their

fiscal policy based on limited resources and equity. For example,

verbal communications from administration admonish the practice of going

into overdraft. However, this is belied by the pract routinely

absorbing yearly ovcrdrafta without sanct on for the past 14 yea

Mo eover, administr- ive expectations were often perceived 'mplicit

rather than explicit. A ubstantial transfer fro- administration to the

Chemistry Depa tment was promised to support service center operations

several months before the audit. However, an audit memo was required to

expedite the transfer.

There was ample documentation to suggest that the delay in

transferring these funds was a function of poor communicatn and

implicit expectations. Administration appeared to be waiting for the

delivery of Chemistry's service center budgets - which were overdue.

This rationale, however, was not dispelled or explicitly communicated to

the Chemistry Department.

There were two additional situations that were indicative of the

poor level of communications between the Chemistry Department and

edminist ation. First, administration did not respond to a Chemistry

memo request ng additi n l staff. The memo was addressed to the wrong

administrative officer ( ho worked two doors down the hall in the 'same

office). This was perceived by administration as not going through the

proper channels. Nevertheless, Chemist y's first awareness that it had

committed an (in entional or unintentional) administrative faux pas was

when it called administration about the specific problem. This

situation evidenced poor understanding of adminstrat ve hierarchy and
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I organization, as well as a faulty mechanism for correcting

imprope ly routed departmental infOrmation.

Similarly, the Chemistry Department used depart ental operating

funds to purchase furniture. Normally, furniture i5 purc_.a ed for

departments by administrat on. This Wa5 a conscious departmental

decision and thus a nifestatiorl of poor relati ns as well as

co munications between the Chemistry Department and administration.

Conc u_sion

University management is growing increasingly interested in the

appraisal of organizational culture. Organizational culture consists of

the shared beliefs and behavior patterns of an organ zation that enable

its members to function And adapt to new environments. Identifying

adaptive And maladaptive patterns of behavior on the organizational

culture level has a long-term, holistic, and often incalculable impact

on en academie inst tution. Ethnographic audits and evaluations of

organizational culture question basic assumptions about management

policy and prac ice in higher education.

Ethnographic aud ting penetrates the surface of administrative

knowledge. Noam Chomsky (1972), the p-ominent linguist depicts in his

work Lanmuade and Mind a surface and a deep structure if language. The
3

model can be app _ed to management as well. This is most graphically

illustrated by one of the auditor's most common tasks - revie ing

spreadsheets. Auditors are trained to analyze the grammar of an

electronic spre dsheet. Syntactic errors in spreadsheets that may have

long range effects can be detected and remed -d. The surface

calculat_ins of an electronic spreadsheet print-out provides an

elementary insight into management practices.

27
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appropriateness and accuracy of underlying formulas contained in each

cell, as well as the format of the spreadsheet itself provides ins'ghts

on a much deeper and more abstract level. ence, ethnographi,=

auditors can undarstand the meaning of management.

Ethnographic auditing 15 a useful research approach to management

and academe.

lite-ature regarding strategies of action (sea Paterson 198S).

Ethnographic aud't ng is an excellent preparation for individuals

planning to enter advocacy research or adminstrative careers.

understanding of the culture of an organizat on facilitates an

also fills a void in tha orga izational research

evaluation of organizational culture an academic institution.

Cultural knowledge and cultural ind-cato s guide audit concerns and

shape audit recommendations. Si-ilarly, focusing on resource control

increases the relevance of organizational research to management.

Management an area that has been studied using traditional

aluation and ethnographic t _hniques, but has yielded insufficient

insight into the dyna educational management. Ethnographic

auditing focuses on educational and administrative manage-ent ale-ants

of an institution. Ethnographic auditing 15 able to interpret the

ledgers, processes, and procedures of management that serve to

facilitate to inhibit the academic miss_on.
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N_ es

1. See Mayhew (1979. pgs. 116-119) and Karol and Qinsburg (198 pu5.

220-222) regarding an educational ins itution's academ-_ misaion.

E. Sch (t983. p.557) defines organizational cultj -_, as:

a relatively enduring. interdependent symbolic syatem of values.
belief s. and assumptions evolving from and imperfectly ohared by
IntPracting organizational members that allows them to explain.
coordinate, and evaluate behavior and to ascribe common meanings to
stimuli encountered in the organizational context; thase_functions are
accomplished through the mediation of implicit and e plicit rules that
act as cultural warrants.

3. Thi5 analogy is based on the work of linQuistic transforriatlonall,ts

in reference to bA.sin senantic qualitites of language in juxtapo- t -n

to stmple structures of sOund and mornheme, This analogy is not tied to

the antepu tad hut us ful deep tructure hypothesis proposed by Fodor

and Katz 9S4 and Katz and Postal (1984). Also see Donald Light

(1979) renarding "surface data anH deep structure" analogies regarding

anizational rmAearch.
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